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SOMETIMES THE MOMENTS THAT
NEVER HAPPEN, MATTER THE MOST
Everything we do starts with people. So when it comes to
safety, we think about everyone in and around the car. Because
when you stop focusing on technology and start thinking
about people, you realize that our responsibility isn’t just about
the moment an accident happens. It’s about all the future
moments that can happen because there wasn’t one. That’s
why we build cars for people who care about other people.
Visit your Volvo retailer or volvocars.ca/XC60
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SPONSOR OF THUNDERBIRD SHOW PARK

NOW SELLING

NOW SELLING

STARTING FROM $699,900

STARTING FROM $556,900

A master-planned community on Vancouver’s
Westside featuring stunning 1-3 bedroom homes

1-3 bedroom luxury homes in Burnaby’s most
anticipated master-planned community

NOW SELLING

NOW SELLING

STARTING FROM $700,900

STARTING FROM $563,900

3 & 4 bedroom single-family homes and
townhomes in a vibrant master-planned community

1-3 bedroom residences situated in
Port Moody’s award-winning Suter Brook Village

To learn more about these and
other exciting communities, visit

ONNI.COM

Prices and incentives subject to change without notice. Renderings are artist interpretation only. E.&O.E.

ALL IN THE FAMILY
As I walk along the Thunderbird Show Park boulevard, I reflect
on my mother Dianne Tidball’s vision statement of 1973: “I
want people to wonder as they drive through the entrance gates
what’s new and improved at Thunderbird this year."
As we enter our 48th year of hosting equestrian sport we have
added some exciting new projects and are sincerely looking
forward to welcoming you back.
The Thunderbird staff has been busy improving the grounds
and operations while waiting for the gates to open. We have
expanded what we call our “Kiss & Cry” stations. Now all arenas
have a dedicated deck area near the in-gate where coaches,
competitors, horse owners and family can gather to watch and
cheer their horse and rider teams.
Thunderbird’s 524 stride-long forested Split Rail Trail has been
to updated and is all ready for a relaxing cool down. The ponds
you'll ride by have been stocked this year with 750 rainbow trout
ready for catch and release or for you to eat!
We are so pleased to welcome back the MarBill Hill U25 League
starting this summer. This series now offers $125,000 in prize
money for our U25 riders with the series awards presented at

the Harvest Celebration Finale this fall. It takes a lot of support
to make a series like this possible for our young riders so I would
like to take this opportunity to thank Marion Cunningham
and Bill Tilford, Grant Production Testing Services, Petaluma
Systems, Canoe Financial and Trademark Stables for their
support.
As with every season our heartfelt focus is on supporting local
and international charities as well as young deserving riders.
This year the George and Dianne Tidball Legacy Foundation
scholarship fund is sponsoring three young riders. You can read
more about Jaxen Yochim, Sydney Grosse and Kaylie Bisschop
in the pages that follow.
I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who
has helped over the years to support our many charitable
initiatives including: JustWorld International, Langley Animal
Protection Society, School programs locally & abroad, Uradi’s
Village (Africa), Langley Firefighters and many more. Your
generosity has had an impact here at home and in impoverished
communities we support around the world. Thank you so very
much for helping us bring these programs to fruition.
We look forward to welcoming you back to tbird!

Available in prescription
STYLE: KANAIO COAST

The view’s better from here.
Our lightweight PolarizedPlus2® lenses are as flexible as you are, adapting to different light conditions
while eliminating glare and enhancing color. Try on a pair and see for yourself. Color. Clarity. Detail.

©2020 Maui Jim, Inc.

WELCOME BACK
If there is one thing we’ve learned from the multiple starts and
stops of the pandemic, it’s to go with the flow. This year, for
me, was by far the most ‘fluid’ I have had here at tbird. I am so
thankful that the Canadian border is finally open—we’ve missed
our American and Mexican friends!—and that we are back up
and running events. The 2021 summer season may have had a
delayed start, but thanks to our amazing corporate partners we
are going to finish strong with the CSI2* $100,000 Onni Group
Grand Prix and the CSI4* $150,000 Longines FEI Jumping
World Cup Qualifier.

Shauna Moule has been promoted to Senior Manager of
Tournament Logistics; Tom Coulter is our new Manager of
Technology; and Drew Harkness will manage our Brand and
Hospitality.

Typically, Jane and I use this column to update you on the
changes to the Park. This year, I want to share a bit about
changes on the tbird team. I am incredibly proud to welcome
everyone back as the new President of Thunderbird Show Park.
It’s a privilege to take over the operational reins from my mentor
Jane Tidball and I’m honored by the faith she and our Board
of Directors have in me. (Turns out, that jump crew job panned
out after all.)

So, with that, let’s get back to doing what we love best—horse
showing!

Joining me are several amazing new leaders here at tbird: Ian
Kerr has taken over as Senior Manager of Facility Operations;

Of course, none of us would be here without you. On behalf
of the entire team at tbird, THANK YOU. You’re unwavering
support throughout this global pandemic has enabled us to
continue to develop the Park and the tournaments—together,
we’re fostering the future of horse sport.

Good luck, everyone!

Foreword
By the FEI President
On behalf of the Fédération Equestre Internationale, it is my pleasure to welcome you
to Vancouver (CAN) for another leg of the highly anticipated Longines FEI Jumping
World Cup™ North American League 2021/2022. Over the next few days, we will have
some of the world's finest sport horses and athletes showcase their talent as they
chase precious FEI World Cup™ points, aiming for the Final in Leipzig (GER) 6-10 April
2022.
The USA, Canada and Mexico will once again be setting the scene of the North
American League with currently eight suspense-filled qualifiers of which four count
towards the overall standings. Our North American journey begins here in Vancouver
(CAN), and soon we will be heading out to Sacramento (USA) and Tryon (USA), only
to name a few; at each leg, we are guaranteed to experience top-level sport as
athletes and horses brave courses of highest standards, set up by some of the best
course designers in the world.
We have all become accustomed to change over the past year with the Covid-19
pandemic, and found solutions and ways of adapting to this new situation in order to
resume competitions as best as possible. It is thanks to the collective efforts of
organising committees such as the one her in Langley, as well as all the experts that
have contributed to the FEI Calendar Task Forces and our Return to Play resources,
and tools such as the FEI Policy for Enhanced Competition Safety during the Covid-19
pandemic, that our athletes are able to compete safely.
Sixteen leagues, including the North American League, make up the highly successful
and global FEI World Cup™ Jumping series which has been in existence since 1978.
The format of the FEI World Cup™ series guarantees edge of your seat competitions
whilst displaying the fantastic bond between horses and people; the trust, the
communication, the hard work and the patience required. It is this bond which
enables impressive feats of athleticism to be achieved and the core around which the
whole FEI community revolves.
I want to thank the Organisers and sponsors along with all those who have dedicated
their time, commitment and support to the successful running of the event allowing
people around the world to engage first-hand with FEI Jumping. To the athletes and
their entourage, I wish you a fantastic event and the best of luck!

Ingmar De Vos
FEI President
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2021/2022 | NORTH AMERICAN LEAGUE

VANCOUVER (CANADA)
SACRAMENTO (USA)
WASHINGTON, IN TRYON (USA)
LEXINGTON (USA)
TORONTO (CANADA)
LAS VEGAS (USA)

26TH SEP
9TH OCT
30TH OCT
6TH NOV
13TH NOV
20TH NOV

FORT WORTH (USA)

18TH DEC

PUEBLA (MEXICO)

26TH FEB

OCALA (USA)

6TH MAR

FINAL EVENT

LEIPZIG (GERMANY)

10TH APR
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RINGSIDE RUNWAY
SIX STYLISH PIECES WITH
AN EQUESTRIAN TWIST

LOUD & PROUD
Slogan sweaters continue to be a popular option —
and we're loving this design from the tbird. private
label (available at Vendor Row and tbird-clothing-co.
myshopify.com). The simple black design is emblazoned
with the word 'Equestrian' in white to proudly declare
your devotion to the sport. Wear it at the show park
with your go-to breeches, then pop it on with a pair of
jeans for an afternoon spent out of the saddle.

HAUTE HAT
Retire your old favourite baseball cap — you know, the one you've
been wearing for years — in favour of this design from the tbird.
private label (available at Vendor Row and tbird-clothing-co.
myshopify.com). The all-black flat brim hat is accented with a cool
tbird. patch crafted from leather. Summer style never looked so cool.

BEST BAG
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Stay connected in the saddle, while remaining handsfree with this petite belt bag (available at Vendor Row and
Asmarequestrian.com) from the Vancouver headquartered
company Noel Asmar Equestrian. Crafted from a sturdy Saffiano
textured leather in Florence, Italy, the design easily attaches to
your favourite belt, both narrow and wide. In addition to a
cellphone, this belt bag includes a small compartment for cards
and cash. You'll never forget your wallet at the stalls again.

EAR CANDY
Horseshoes aren't just for, well, horses anymore thanks to
these dainty horseshoe studs (available at Melanieauld.com)
from local jewelry designer Melanie Auld. Made from 14-karat
gold vermeil, with a small stone in each earring, the precious
pieces are sure to add a touch of sparkle to the everyday.

THATS A WRAP
Add an unforgettable pop of colour to your ringside style with
this colourful silk scarf from Hermès (available at Hermès
boutiques and Hermes.com). The seasonal design, which is
available in a variety of different colour combinations, would
look elegant worn wrapped around the neck, tied around a sleek
ponytail, or even knotted around the waist as a makeshift belt.

BAND TOGETHER
Elevate a go-to ponytail, braid or bun with these silk Sport
Scrunchies (available at abronzeage.com). The locally made hair
accessories from the Vancouver-based brand Bronze Age won’t
stretch out or leave creases in your hair. Plus, the chic scrunchies
come in a variety of colours and prints, to fully customize your
look.

PERFORM WITH ANTARÈS - PERFORM WITH ANTARÈS -PERFORM WITH ANTARÈS

PERFORM WITH ANTARÈS - PERFORM WITH ANTARÈS
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TACK TALK

TIPS TO KEEP YOUR LEATHER IN TIP-TOP SHAPE
By Aleesha Harris

Keeping your tack clean is an essential element of good
horsemanship. Regular maintenance of leather gear such
as saddles, bridles and even halters not only ensures the
pieces remain in good working condition, it also protects the
investment made into quality tack.

to the tack store in order to purchase a cleaning or conditioning
product.

“To keep it lasting a long time, it should be cleaned, conditioned
and oiled on a regular basis,” Scott Kravetz, the vice president
of sales at Fiebing Company, Inc., an American leather care
company that was started in 1895, says of all smooth-leather
tack.

“To clean leather, you’d use Fiebing’s Saddle Soap. Now, there’s
the paste saddle soap, there’s a glycerin bar saddle soap, there’s
a liquid glycerin saddle soap — all will clean the leather perfectly
well. It just depends on what the individual is used to using,”
he says.

The leather care professional says it’s important to establish a
regular routine of monthly cleaning and conditioning — building
in additional oil treatments throughout the show season.

For ease of use and speed, Kravetz recommends opting for a
liquid glycerin saddle soap as the product is already diluted and
can be applied directly to the leather and then simply wiped off.

Do this, Kravetz says, and you can expect to see your tack last a
“very long time.”

“The other ones are like using a bar of soap on your hands,”
Kravetz explains. “You have to get it wet, lather it up, get all the
dirt off and then wipe it off.”

When it comes to choosing the right product to use on your
saddle, in particular, Kravetz suggests checking with the saddle
manufacturer first to see what they recommend before heading

Armed with saddlemaker recommendations, Kravetz says a lot of
the selection process then comes down to personal preference.

Regardless of which form of saddle soap is chosen, Kravetz says
it’s the “key” product to start any leather care process.

LEATHER CARE TIPS
TIGHTEN UP
Caring for your tack doesn’t only mean looking out for the
leather. Ensure your headstalls are in good working order by
routinely tightening any screws and check that all buckles are in
proper working order.

KEEP IT CLEAN
If you’re using your tack on different horses – or sharing your
tack with different riders — be sure to sanitize between each use.
A disinfectant spray or wipe offers a quick-and-easy way to nix
fungus or bacteria, while also protecting from mold or mildew
growth.

GOOD CONDITION(ING)
Hydration is an essential element of prolonging the life of
leather goods. Opting for a dual-purpose cleaner/conditioner
product, applied regularly, can mean the difference between
having a saddle or bridle that lasts a few seasons — and one that
lasts for decades.

THE DEEP CLEAN
With proper upkeep and conditioning, a full overhaul of tack
becomes less of a daunting task. Leather kept in good working
condition can be given a deep clean approximately twice a year.
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“Some people have a tendency to douse it with oil,”
Kravetz says. “But, it’s easier to keep putting it in than taking
it out.”
Oversaturated leather will see oil sitting on the surface of the
leather. For this, Kravetz says there is no quick fix.
“The only thing that will help it is time — and maybe some
sunlight,” he says. “We really encourage people when they’re
oiling saddles and tack to use light coats.”
Apply the oil in thin coats, waiting to see how well it absorbs.
Prolong the life of your leather pieces, like these Walsh halters at the
Thunderbird Tack Shop, by regularly cleaning and conditioning them.
(Photo credit: Aleesha Harris)

“If it absorbs right in, it probably needs another coat,” Kravetz
says. “If it seems to soften the leather and is just a little bit oily to
the touch, that means it has probably permeated enough where
it doesn’t need anymore.”

“Getting rid of any of the surface dirt or sweat off the surface
of the leather before you start to condition it is the best idea,”
he says.

With a routine for leather care in place, the process of cleaning
tack can be streamlined down to a few easy steps: soap, condition
and occasionally oil.

After soaping the saddle, Kravetz suggests opting for a
multipurpose product that features emulsifying oil — such
as neatsfoot, lanolin or mink — to condition the leather and
replace any natural oils that have left the material over time.

The effort, Kravetz assures, will pay off in the long run.

Conditioning the leather will help to keep the leather soft and
supple.
“It will also help it to repel some water because you’re putting
oils back into it,” Kravetz says.

“It extends the life of the tack,” Kravetz says. “You’d rather
spend $8-$10 on a bottle of conditioner and saddle soap rather
than go out and buy new tack every year.”
Plus, the logic of long-term savings means more money for
horses and horseshows.
“Exactly,” Kravetz agrees with a laugh.

Then, at the beginning of the show season, Kravetz recommends
oiling tack, adding that another oil treatment at the end of the
season can also be beneficial.
“Depending on how dry it becomes,” Kravetz says of the
decision to apply an oil treatment once or twice during the
season. “Based on how much use it’s getting and whether they
are out in the weather.”
When applying oil to tack, it’s important to take a less-is-more
approach and avoid applying too much. A patch test with a
new product is also recommended in order to make sure it is
compatible with the material it is going to be applied to.

Fiebing’s Saddle Soap is stocked at the Thunderbird Tack Shop.
(Photo credit: Aleesha Harris)
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WE INSURE MORE THAN JUST HORSES
BFL CANADA offers outstanding products for:
Farms, Coaches, Clubs, Competitions
Farriers, Grooms and Horse Trailers

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram at BFL CANADA Equine

csabourin@bflcanada.ca | 416-849-59

bflcanada.ca
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IN GOOD TIME
TIMEKEEPER EXPLAINS WHY
ACCURACY IS KEY  
By Aleesha Harris

Time is a constant companion.  
This universal statement rings especially true in
the show jumping arena, where riders compete
against the clock.  
“In sports competition, time – and consequently
timekeeping – is essential,” Alain Zobrist, the
chief executive officer of Swiss Timing Ltd., says.
“Indeed, a fraction of a second can make the
difference between victory and defeat.”
The Switzerland-based company oversees
timekeeping for a variety of professional sporting
events, including the Longines FEI World Cup
at Thunderbird Show Park in Langley, B.C. The
company also handles timekeeping for select
international horseracing events.
While accuracy is essential in all elements of the
timekeeping business, Zobrist says equestrian
sports present some additional challenges that
aren’t always present in other arenas.
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“Timekeeping in equestrian sports is particularly unique
as we assess the performance of a pair made up of an
animal and a human,” Zobrist says.“Indeed, horse and
rider work together to achieve competitive perfection.”
For show jumping in particular, Zobrist says the
complicated elements of the timekeeping process have to
be adapted for each unique equestrian event.
“The formats of the trials and competitions in show
jumping are many and varied,” Zobrist explains.
“The timekeeping and scoring have then to adapt
consequently.”
The sport’s two categories of notation — time or penalty
— serve to further complicate the matter.
“The final scoring or time may change according to
the event taking place, for example, against the clock,
accumulator, etc.,” Zobrist says.  
Because of this, the timing and recording technology used
for equestrian events such as show jumping is impressively
precise — accurately calculated to one-millionth of a
second, Zobrist explains.  

“Our devices are calibrated according to the rules of the
sport for equestrian,” he says. “To push the boundaries of
precision even further is increasingly complicated.”
In recent years, timing technology has seen significant
technological advances, according to Zobrist.
“Timing technology has strongly developed and, at the
end of the 20th century, beginning of the 21st century,
entered the digital age with new timekeeping devices,”
he says.
In 1990, thanks to a new system called new Scan-OVision, the old analogue process of timekeeping was
replaced by a digital photo finish, according to Zobrist.
That technology saw a digital video camera equipped
with an objective lens unit used.
A further advance in timekeeping systems, called The
Chronos system, was introduced in 2004. This “complete
timekeeping system” allows for the management of all
data related to timekeeping, according to Zobrist.
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In 2021, another system called the Quantum system
debuted. This system, which manages timekeeping,
printing and broadcasting when connected to computers,
is utilized today in elite equestrian competition, along
with other sporting events.

during the race, race rankings, the distance between
horses and speed,” Zobrist explains. “The information
can be broadcast to television screens, along with
visual graphics that include reports, virtual rankings,
intermediate times, etc.”

“It is accurate to one-millionth of a second and is
calibrated according to every sport’s needs,” Zobrist
explains of the advanced timing technology. “The data
processing is simpler, more flexible and more complete.”

It remains to be seen how this particular technology will
be utilized in jumping events in the future.

When discussing the topic of pending advance in the area
of keeping time, the timekeeping expert said he expects
the major evolutions will be focused on graphics design
and virtual aspects.

When asked about the aspects of his craft the long-time
timekeeper enjoys most, Zobrist said he appreciated the
way that time — that constant companion of us all — is as
essential in one sport as it is in all the others. In a sense,
it levels the hierarchy of sporting events down to a matter
of seconds and minutes.

Zobrist pointed to one of the latest developments in the
equestrian field of timekeeping, utilized in horseracing
in particular, as a further example of just how much the
field has evolved in recent years.

“I like the fact that in timekeeping, every sport is equally
important,” Zobrist says. “As a partner, it is our duty to
provide all athletes the best services to help them perform
at their best. It is a lot of responsibility.

Called the Longines Positioning System, the technology
was used for the first time in 2015.

“To see the athletes win or lose, to feel their deep and
overwhelming emotions after so much training and
dedication — makes my job very special.”

“It provides instant data on the exact position of horses

JustWorld makes it easy for
equestrians to make a diﬀerence.
Since 2003, thousands of riders, horse shows,
and makers in the industry have joined together
to support a global campaign against poverty.
B ecause hungry and sick children cannot learn,
JustWorld focuses funding toward educaaon
and nutriion programs in some of the most
challenged communiies in the world.
Educaaon builds human capital, which
translates into economic growth and the
p athway out of poverty. This is the JustWorld
approach to create a more “just” world.
Help connnue to transform the lives
of children who need it most.

WWW.JUSTWORLDINTERNATIONAL.ORG

$125,000

& Powered by Grant Production Testing Services
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MONDAY FUNDAY

LOCAL ADVENTURES TO TAKE A BREAK FROM THE SADDLE
By Aleesha Harris

You have probably heard of the Sunday Funday trend of
getting together with pals and sending the weekend off
with a bang. But, as horse show people, we’re more likely
to be walking a derby or grand prix course then walking
into a restaurant.

The journey begins at the Pitt Meadows Regional Airport,
an approximately 20-minute drive from tbird. Once you
are buckled up and in the air, it is then a spectacular
flight through the rocky gorges of Fraser River Canyon
to the home of Stó:ló Nation people.

So, how about Monday Funday?

You will land on an island where a personal guide and
jet boat await to take you fishing for sturgeon. Included
in the day's adventure is a gourmet BBQ lunch. For
bookings and more information go to skyhelicopters.ca.

In a bid to help relax and recharge before the next week
of showing, we’ve pulled together a quick list of things to
do in the Langley area on your day off.

FLYING & FISHING
After a hard week of horse showing, you deserve a big
treat. SKY Helicopters' Fraser River Canyon Sturgeon
Fishing Expedition is a memory-making adventure that
is sure to fit that bill.

If you want to try sturgeon fishing without the
helicopter experience, check out the packages offered
by Fred's Custom Tackle in Abbotsford and Chilliwack
(fredscustomtackle.com). A quick Internet search yields
a handful of other outfitters a bit further east of Langley,
in Chilliwack. It's worth noting that most outfitters in
the area offer guide services for all types of fishing.
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GOLF
One the area's top-rated courses, the Redwoods Golf
Course in Langley is open to the public — and the public's
dogs. Yes, your canine caddies are welcome, as long as
you keep them leashed and you pick up after them. The
Redwoods Golf Course also boasts a huge putting green,
a practice bunker and a covered driving range. Close out
the day with a post-round meal and a refreshing beverage
on the patio overlooking the 18th green. And yes, dogs
are allowed here, too. Redwoods also rents clubs, just in

case you forgot to throw yours into the horse trailer. You
can book online at redwoods-golf.com
Other nearby public courses to take a swing at include
the challenging championship course at Pagoda Ridge
(pagodaridge.ca) in Langley or the picturesque Fort Langley
Golf Course (fortlangleygolf.ca). The country-setting track
runs alongside the Salmon River and is suitable for all skill
levels.
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WALKING & HORSING AROUND
If you are looking for some nature to bathe in on your day
off, Langley and the Fraser Valley are great areas for walks
and hikes for all level of fitness and abilities.
Check out The Fort-to-Fort trail in northern Langley.
Roundtrip, the route measures 7.9 kilometres, which for
the average walker, equals about a 2.5-hour adventure.
Full of great views, the trail runs between Fort Langley
National Historic Site in Fort Langley and Derby Reach
Regional Park.
The trail is mostly flat it is very easy to travel. Sections are
paved in some parts, with packed gravel in others making
it bike, stroller and wheelchair-friendly. The promise of ice
cream in Fort Langley at the end of the walk is sure to
entice young kids to complete the route.
If you decide to start and finish in Fort Langley, make sure
to leave yourself some time to check out the historic

buildings and the various exhibits and live demonstrations
at the Fort Langley National Historic Site. When you are
done there, explore the great shops, antique stores and
top-notch food/dining choices nearby in the picturesque
village of Fort Langley.
Another nearby option for an outing — and one your
horse can enjoy, too — is a trail ride at Campbell Valley
Park. The park has a total of 29 kilometres of trails, with
14 kilometres of those designated for horses. There's a big
trailer parking lot and washrooms. And, if you don't want
to bring your own horse, there are several stables nearby
that offer horse rentals.
For more information on the Fort-to-Fort Trail and
Campbell Valley Park go to vancouvertrails.com. This
website is a great resource for other nearby Langley trails
and walking paths.
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FOOD & DRINK
A great way to get a taste of the Langley area is through
booking a Chew On This Tasty Tours self-guided food tour
complete with scheduled tastings.
The Monday Murals & YUMS tour is a modified version
of the classic high tea, complete with an over-the-top
milkshake and a special kid-friendly tasting flight during
the five food and drink stops. Tourists meet in the village
of Fort Langley then visit five food and drink stops before
arriving in downtown Langley. Along the way, there is a
picnic and the chance to check out local mural art.
Guests get a step-by-step itinerary 36-48 hours prior to the
tour that has all of the destinations, directions and times
for their scheduled tastings.
Each tour can accommodate a maximum of four
people, with bookings required a minimum of 48
hours in advance. A guide is an optional add-on upon
request at time of booking (where available). Check out
chewonthistastytours.com for more info.
If a low-key picnic sounds the perfect afternoon, stop by
tbird's Bale & Bucket and order up a fully stocked picnic
bag for your day off.
The bags include food for two and cost $40. The picnic
packs include a choice of main item as well as chips,
cookies and drinks. Place your order on Saturday in order
to guarantee your picnic lunch will be ready for Monday.

If your taste buds are thinking sweet is the treat you
want, then a visit to the venerable Krause Berry Farms &
Estate Winery is ready to fulfil that hankering. Founded
in 1974, the farm is a fresh berry destination complete
with pick-your-own fields. If you don't want to get your
hands dirty, you can buy fresh berries along with fresh
waffles and just-out-of-the-oven pies. The farm also runs a
Western-themed wine tasting room offering up the farms
award-winning fruit wines. For more information, check
out krauseberryfarms.com.
Finally if you are looking to do some wine tasting on
your day off then the Langley area has plenty of sip trips
to offer. There are nine wineries near tbird. that deliver a
wide varietal range of high-quality and hand-crafted wines.
Several of the wineries also offer food options and farm
tours. Call ahead to confirm operating hours and reserve
tasting times. Check out tourism-langley.ca for a guide to
the popular wine region.
If a crisp cider with a group of friends is what you are
after, the Fraser Valley Cider Company has a tasting room
where you can sample a flight of ciders from their many
offerings. Light snacks are available to pair with the cider
while soaking in the orchard and mountain views on the
patio. The tasting room is open from 12-6pm. Check
out fraservalleycider.ca.

Premier design & build
in Western Canada
Coastal Equestrian Build brings our
love of horses to every project.
Creating an environment that they
enjoy – one that also keeps them
healthy, safe and comfortable – is the
foundation of our work.

But horse facilities are also for humans.
This is where our extensive experience in
building custom homes pays dividends.
We know what will work and what won’t,
what needs to impress and where you
can add some efﬁciencies.

Have a special project in mind?
We’ve got the experience and the products to deliver. Let’s talk.
Saanichton
250 727 1413

Abbotsford

604 787 9484

We’re also the BC supplier of System Equine products.

brad@coastalequestrian.com
coastalequestrianbuild.com

SYSTEM EQUINE

®

FENCING, STALLS,
TACK & EQUIPMENT

FINE TEA & COFFEE
S I N CE 1 8 9 4
Canada’s favourite
tea company for
over 125 years

N o w i n W i l l ow bro o k Sh o p p in g C en tre!
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A LEG UP

SCHOLARSHIPS GIVE YOUNG RIDERS EXTRA SUPPORT IN THEIR EQUESTRIAN PURSUITS
By Dana Gee
Each year, the George and Dianne Tidball Legacy
Foundation scholarship offers young riders a big leg up.
Jane Tidball, Thunderbird Show Park's Board Chairman
and CEO, says the legacy of the fund truly honours her
parents, Thunderbird founders George and Dianne,
who both loved horses and always went out of their way
to give young people access to the sport.
"The characteristics we are looking for range from
exemplifying hard work, dedication to the sport of
equestrian, good sportsmanship and leadership," said
Jane, who heads up the scholarship fund.
Thunderbird Scholars have their Thunderbird stabling
and show fees covered for the year as well as other items
such as VIP passes, riding clothes, signature stable guards
and other tbird. promotional gear.
Past scholarship beneficiary Kassidy Keith of Aldergrove,
B.C. says the coverage of the extra costs was a huge help
at a time when she was ready to up her competitive game.
"A fund like this is very important to our sport because
it allows juniors with limited funds to be able to show
at Thunderbird and gives them a head start to a career
path in the sport," said 23-year-old Kassidy, who is a
2015 Legacy Foundation alumni. "The year I had the
scholarship I shared it with Taylor McManus. We have
both become professionals and we are doing very well.
There have been quite a few daughters of horse trainers
that have had this scholarship and it has helped them
cover the costs."
That Legacy Foundation year was a turning point for
Kassidy, as she collected some very impressive results
including a hunter derby win at tbird. and wins at both
the CET and Jump Canada finals.

While it is nice to look back at her success, Keith is
firmly facing the future and looking forward to getting
back in the tbird. ring, as well as helping other riders and
horses that train with her and her mother Cheryl Keith
at the pair's Keepsake Farms.
Kassidy's mom says having the help of the George and
Dianne Tidball Legacy Foundation scholarship was
paramount in building the bedrock for her daughter's
growing career.
"The legacy fund helped take the financial pressure
off me," said Cheryl. "Without the fund, I would not
have been able to afford for Kassidy to show two horses.
Showing two horses allowed Kassidy to gain more
experience in the competition ring. It also helped her
become more confident in her decisions.
"I am truly grateful to Thunderbird Show Park for their
support over the years. It is so much more than just a
venue."
This year, Sydney Grosse, Jaxen Yochim and Kaylie
Bisschop are the recipients of George and Dianne
Tidball Legacy Foundation scholarships.
"All of these young riders are so talented and dedicated.
We are really looking forward to seeing them at
Thunderbird riding towards their goals," Jane says.
While this year's riders have been chosen, applications to
apply for the foundation scholarships in the future can
be found at tbird.ca.
If you or someone you know is interested in applying,
Kassidy offers a sound bit of advice: "Work hard, be
friendly and try your best.”

The George and Dianne Tidball Legacy Fund scholarship helped Aldergrove, B.C.'s Kassidy Keith realize her dream of becoming a professional rider. Keith will be at
Thunderbird Show Park this year competing with her mare Havana and her stallion Fenelon WF seen here with Keith. Photo credit: Quinn Saunders

JAXEN YOCHIM

Age: 18 | Home: Langley, BC | Coach: Sara Lambert
Thunderbird Premium Magazine: When did you start
to ride?
Jaxen Yochim: I started riding when I was nine-years-old.
And I also started competing when I was nine.
TPM: Tell us about your first horse.
JY: My first pony was a palomino Quarter Horse. She
was an amazing, kind teacher. I remember taking her to
Arbutus Meadows Equestrian Centre for my first show
and doing ground poles.
TPM: What is your strongest skill and what is a skill you
want to improve?
JY: My determination to reach my goals. One thing I
would like to improve on would be to ask for help when
needed.
TPM: How will the George and Dianne Tidball Legacy
Foundation scholarship help you?
JY: The Legacy Foundation will allow me to show more
than one horse and, overall, get more showing experience
in all rings.

TPM: What is one of your goals for this year?
JY: My main goal this show season is to jump my first
1.40 metre-track at Thunderbird on the Grand Prix
field. I also hope to qualify for the CET.
TPM: What do you love most about being at a horse
show?
JY: Morning hacks in the show ring with my other
competitors. Watching classes with top riders and horses
and, of course, the competition aspect of it.
TPM: What is your favourite thing about Thunderbird
Show Park?
JY: My favourite thing about Thunderbird is the
atmosphere. Everyone is always excited to be there and
the competition is top notch.
TPM: Who is a rider you look up to?
JY: Harry Charles, he’s a young rising star who I can
relate to in this industry.
TPM: Do you have any competition superstitions?
JY: My superstition when it comes to showing is I always
put my boots on before my helmet.
Langley's Jaxen Yochim says her main goal this show season is to get in the
Thunderbird Show Park grand prix field and jump her first 1.40 metre track.
The 18-year-old also hopes to qualify for the CET finals. Photo credit:
Aleesha Harris
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SYDNEY GROSSE

Age: 16 | Home:Snohomish, WA | Coach: Courtney Palmer
TPM: When did you start riding?
SG: I started riding when I was about four but didn’t start
riding seriously until I was six. I just started competing in 2018.
TPM: Tell us about your first horse.
SG: My first real pony was a little Welsh pony named Stoney.
I got him for Christmas when I was 10 and had him for about
four years. I didn’t get to do much due to him having some
chiropractic issues for the first 2-2 ½ years I owned him, and by
the time I was able to really start riding, I was too big. However,
he’ll always be my one in a million.
TPM: What was your first horse show and what was a favourite
or funny memory from that?
SG: The first rated show I went to was a Cascade show, in Cle
Elum, (Washington). My favorite memory from that show is
probably getting to spend so much time on the trails with my
friends.
TPM: What is your strongest skill and what is a skill you really
want to improve?
SG: There’s always something to work on, but I think I’ve
gotten to the point where I have a pretty strong leg. I’m
currently working on keeping my hands quiet and my eye level
up consistently.

TPM: What is your favourite thing about Thunderbird Show
Park?
SG: Definitely going to watch the big classes on the Grand
Prix field.
TPM: Do you have a favourite rider?
SG: I do enjoy watching Beezie Madden and Eric Lamaze.
TPM: What is it you love about the sport of show jumping?
SG: I enjoy the level of competitiveness in show jumping. My
first year, I took my time to get comfortable and get to know
my horse. This year, with all the work we’ve put in, I’ve really
started to break out of my shell. If you asked my trainer and
team now, they’d be able to tell you that I don’t really waste
time trying to get around the ring.
TPM: What advice can you give to other young riders who are
going to be showing at Thunderbird for the first time?
SG: Just take it day by day. tbird. has never really been
intimidating for me, but it is a pretty big place. Take the time to
walk around and have a good time with your horse/pony and
your friends. It’s all about being comfortable and having fun.

TPM: How did you feel when you found out you were one of
the George and Dianne Tidball Foundation scholarship fund
recipients?
SG: I was actually having a really bad classic day, I felt like
I went through my course without retaining any information
about my riding at all. I walked over to see my mom and when
she told me I was the recipient, I was completely in shock. I feel
really lucky to have been accepted.
TPM: What are your goals for this horse show season?
SG: I’m mainly looking to stay consistent in the 1.10s and be
able to watch, support, and show with my team.
TPM: What do you love most about horse showing?
SG: Of course, I love my horse and getting to gain experience.
And I’m really enjoying being able to move up the levels, but I
really love being able to go out and spend the day, after I show,
watching and spending time with my team. I also like being
able to take my camera out and do some show photography.

Sydney Grosse and her horse Cupido T. Hailing from Snohomish, Wash., Sydney Grosse
didn't start competitive riding until 2018. Since then she has focused on moving forward
and gaining miles. This year her goal is to stay consistent in the 1.10 metre division. Photo
credit: Viola Mitchell
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KAYLIE BISSCHOP

Age: 12 | Home: Chilliwack, BC | Coach: Cassandra Manley
TPM: When did you start riding and then start competing?
KB: I started riding when I was five at Pacific Riding for
Developing Abilities. And I started competing around nineyears-old in my local 4h club (Behind the Bit). At age 10/11 I
started show jumping.

TPM: What is your favourite thing about Thunderbird Show
Park?

TPM: Tell us about your first horse/pony.
KB: My first horse Jellybean was around 14hh, a Welsh/Quarter
Horse pony. I learned how to jump with her and had a lot of
fun in local game days. And we competed at Thunderbird our
first time together.

TPM: Do you have a favourite rider?
KB: Tiffany Foster, Eric Lamaze, my coach Cassandra and
Ian Miller. They inspire me to keep moving up in levels, and
motivated me to be the first person on Team Canada with a
heart condition.

TPM: You have had to undergo heart surgeries in the past.
How is your health now?
KB: Good. I am at six-month checkups at B.C. Children's
Hospital for my heart condition. I have pulmonary atresia,
and so I am expecting another surgery in the next few years.

TPM: What advice can you give to other young riders who are
just beginning to show?
KB: Keep on trying even when it gets hard. Don’t let someone
tell you you're not good enough. You don’t need the most
expensive horse, just hard work and dedication. Never forget
to have fun.

TPM: Do horses factor into your overall wellbeing?
KB: Yes, they get me out and moving. They make me happy
and they calm me.

KB: Watching the grand prix and the people who have inspired
me.

TPM: What's your idea of a perfect day?
KB: Go to the barn to ride my horse Amara — and exercise as
many horses as I can fit in a day.

TPM: What have you done to help with your riding bills?
KB: I had a paper route and collected bottles. It made me proud
that I could do it myself, and to give myself the opportunity to
show more.
TPM: What is your strongest skill and what is a skill you really
want to improve?
KB: My strongest skill with Amara is riding and jumping with
no stirrups. I am always trying to improve my position.
TPM: How did you feel when you found out you were one
of the George and Dianne Tidball Foundation scholarship
recipients?
KB: I felt excited and happy. I was proud of myself.
TPM: What are your goals for this horse show season?
KB: By the end of the season, I hope to move up from 2’9 to 3
foot, competitively.
TPM: What do you love most about horse showing?
KB: The competition, making new friends, meeting new
people and meeting (Canadian Equestrian Team member)
Tiffany Foster.

Kayley Bishop is only 12 but she has her eye on the prize. A true barn rat Bisschop says
her best days are when she can go to the barn ride her horse Amara and then chip in to help
exercise other horses. Photo credit: Aleesha Harris
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
PATRICIA BORUM

Patricia Borum is an accomplished horsewoman and for the last 35 years a professional equestrian artist. As the
daughter of an artist mother and US Army Colonel father living overseas in many countries, her classrooms were the
museums, churches, art galleries, palaces and castles of Europe and the Middle East. Horses have been in her life from
an early age. Patricia has trained and shown her own horses and ponies into advanced levels of jumping, and eventing
in both England and Virginia.
Her graphic style oil paintings form a compelling body of work that is strongly stylized. These paintings are inspired by
classical bas reliefs, Persian painted miniatures, and early 20th century constructivist forms. With dramatic colors and
forms she captures the playful essence of the noble horse reflected in their life-like eyes.
www.patriciaborum.com | patriciaborum@comcast.net
On the Cover: Welcome Horses

Mermare Pacifica

In Your Dreams
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NEW BEGININGS
PHOTOGRAPHY BOOK HIGHLIGHTS
BEAUTY OF SECOND CHANCES
By Dana Gee

Every year, horses rescued from around B.C. and
are placed in the B.C. SPCA Equine Program.
In 2020, through cruelty investigations, close
to one hundred horses were brought in for lifesaving care.
Thankfully, once they entered the system there
were people ready, willing and able to do their
best to give the animals another life. It’s horses
like those, with both heartbreaking and heartwarming stories, that are the stars of the book
Rescue Me: The Rescue Horses of British
Columbia.
Photographer Leanne Peniuk’s beautiful
pictures, along with Martina Montgomerie’s
writing and book design by Jill Veitch, show
what patience, care and love can mean to a onceforgotten animal.
It captures both the beauty and the value of the
horse.
“So many emotions," said Peniuk, when asked
about what it was like to photograph these
horses. "It was amazing to have the support from
the SPCA and the owners of the horses and
the equine community. It was very emotional
going to every shoot and meeting the horses and
hearing their stories. Some of the shoots, I would
find myself crying in the car on my way home,
But, in the end, to be able to showcase the
beauty of these horses in their own light was an
amazing feeling and I am so proud and happy to
have been able to do this."
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Peniuk, a seasoned horse person who has “dabbled
in every equine discipline there is before settling on
dressage,” became a fosterer and adopter herself. Right
now, in the field of her 55- acre hobby farm in the
ranching area of Knutsford south of Kamloops, lives a
happy older draft horse mare named Ruth.
When Peniuk proposed the project, B.C. SPCA officials
jumped at the chance to have the often-untold, happyever-after side of the seizure and/or surrender story told.
The book sees 100 per cent of the sales profits go act as a
fundraising vehicle for the B.C. SPCA Equine Program.
So far $40,000 have been raised. It costs about $35 a day
to support a rescue horse.
“At first I was looking for a feel-good project to work with a
charity and somehow benefit it through my photography.
I spoke with some friends and many had said that the
SPCA idea was great as it hasn’t been done before and
could certainly use the attention and the fundraising,"
said Peniuk of how the project came about. "I feel that
there are so many misconceptions over the SPCA and
how they work and what the process is. I also wanted to
showcase that rescue horses aren’t just ‘damaged goods’.

“Many of them go on to do great things. ... And many are
just great in their own way for their owners.”
According to Leiki Salumets, the manager of Equine
and Farm Animal Care for the B.C. SPCA an average of
50 and 100 horses come through the program over the
course of a year. Over the past 10 years, more than 700
horses have been rescued and gone through the program.
"The Rescue Me book not only raises funds to help horses
in need, but it raises awareness of what the BC SPCA's and
the horse community's roles are in helping neglected and
abused horses and poignantly illustrates the individual
roads to recovery these horses travel, their potential and
the lives they touch," said Salumets. "Journeys that could
not happen without the ceaseless compassion, care and
expertise of an entire community of horse lovers. Staff,
volunteers, fundraisers, fosters, adopters, veterinarians,
behaviourists, trainers, nutritionists and farriers, along
with many others, are all essential pieces of the puzzle
that come together to enable us to rehabilitate these
horses both physically and emotionally, and to give them
a chance at a life where they not only survive, but really
thrive."

After being found suffering in a dark, dirty barn Lacey was nursed back to health and is now one of the shiniest, happiest future show ponies around.
Photo credit: Leanne Peniuk
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The book, Salumets said, struck a very personal chord
for her.
"Rescue Me really resonates with me, both professionally
and personally. I had a life changing experience with a
rescue horse of my own, my heart horse, who taught me
so much and who I often see in the horses that come
into our care," said Salumets. "Through my work, I am
often surrounded by the suffering of neglected horses,
often on a daily basis, so being able to read through the
incredible journeys of the horses in Rescue Me, and to
see how they went on to thrive and live healthy and happy
lives, is incredibly inspiring and affirming. Having a book
like this to turn to, helps to motivate me through the
emotionally challenging and hard work we do. Words
cannot describe how touched and grateful I am to the
team who put together this beautiful book and to all of
those who helped these horses along the way."

that I made mistakes that I have to pay for now, in the
long term, it’s good. It means that I was able to learn
things that have led me to produce other horses without
making those same mistakes.”
Now age nine, Milestone has grown into a solid citizen
horse and has his name proudly on the shingle of
Dennis’s business Milestone Equestrian in Langley.
“My entire business is named after him and I credit
that to him because I don’t think I would have had the
experience to start training professionally in the way that
I am now without getting him,” said Dennis. “He’s given
me a lot of insight and drive to continue pursuing my
behavioural education and learn more about horses.”
While Milo did and does need an experienced hand,
Dennis is quick to remind that not all rescue horses are
saddled with baggage.

Like different types of horses, the stories in the book vary.
There's everything from senior horses enjoying their final
years as field companions, to happy lesson horses, to a
young mare who Armstrong’s Patti Thomas adopted and
turned into a competitive dressage horse that has been
in training with Olympic dressage rider and coach Leslie
Reid.

“Even if you are not prepared to take on as big of a case
that Milo was, there is still a lot of options for people
of all riding backgrounds,” said Dennis. “When you are
looking at rescue horses they are not all going to be super
damaged or hard to train. There’s lots of older horses
with years and years of experience who have just fallen on
hard times, so I would recommend it to anyone.”

“I was so excited when Sisally first came home that I went
to the barn many times in the evenings to see if it was
true. She has a presence, is kind and always tries to do
the right thing. Respectful and appreciative I strive to be
a better person because of what she has taught me,” said
Thomas about her now seven-year-old mare.“Tears of joy
and love express how much I love my Sisally. She is a Gift
and she Rescued Me.”
Thomas is ready and eager to get back in the dressage ring
with Sisally.
Another success story is a bright chestnut gelding named
Milestone who found his way to a young Langley horse
trainer named Shelby Dennis and eventually even into
a ring here at Thunderbird Show Park. Milestone, aka
Milo, Dennis said was key in her own development as a
trainer.
“Without getting him I probably wouldn’t be as patient
as I am today,” added Dennis, who got Milo from the
B.C. SPCA when he was two. “So even though it sucks

Horse trainer Shelby Dennis adopted a very skittish, underweight Milestone
from the BC SCPA Equine Program at the tender age of two. Now nine the
chestnut gelding has grown into a reliable partner for Dennis who has shown
him at Thunderbird Show Park. Dennis loves her "Milo," so much she named
her Langley-based business Milestone Equestrian. Photo credit: Leanne Peniuk

Following the success of the first book, Peniuk,
Montgomerie and Veetch are planning to release a
second edition.

Rescue Me is available for $54.99 through Peniuk’s
website, the B.C. SPCA online store and several tack and
feed stores around the province.

“We had hoped to have already started the sequel, but
the restrictions with COVID has delayed us,” Peniuk
said. “Now that the travel restrictions are lifting soon, we
will be getting underway and hope to have Rescue Me
2 published for the fall of 2022. So, if anyone knows of
someone who fits the criteria for this book, please reach
out to me via my website at leannepeniukphotography.ca"

In the end, Peniuk and the others involved with this
project hope they have raised awareness about what
the SPCA Equine Program does and has shown shown
people that in many cases rescue horses are are diamonds
in the rough. And, as Peniuk said, "with a little love, time
and patience, they can shine in their own special way."

All the profits of the sale of Rescue Me: The Rescue Horses of British Columbia go to the BC SPCA's Equine Program. Photo credit: Leanne Peniuk

www.avenuemachinery.ca
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A GUIDE TO THUNDERBIRD SHOW PARK

DIRECTIONS FROM HIGHWAY 1
Thunderbird Show Park is located at the corner of 72nd Avenue and 248th Street. 24550 - 72 Avenue, Langley, BC. For
further information please visit www.tbird.ca or give us a call in the office at 604.888.4585.

EAST

From the East, take 232nd Street Exit (Exit 66), proceed straight ahead through the traffic circle to 72nd Avenue.

WEST
From the West, take 232nd Street Exit (Exit 66) North, after passing over the freeway, turn right at 72nd Avenue.

OFFERING THREE LOCATIONS JUST 15 MINUTES FROM THUNDERBIRD SHOW PARK

HOTEL ABBOTSFORD AIRPORT

3010 Mt. Lehman Rd | Abbotsford, BC |
V4X 2L4 | Tel: 604 859 7263

8855 202 St | Langley, BC | V1M 2N9
Tel: 604 888 7263

8828 201 St • Langley, BC • V2Y 0C8
Tel: 604 455 7263

Rates from $164 per night*

Rates from $154 per night*

Rates from $204 per night*

So Many Reasons to Stay*: Kitchenettes, executive and one-bedroom suites available |
Complimentary high speed Internet | On-site restaurants with room service | Indoor pool |
Fitness facilities | Business centre | Complimentary parking | Pet friendly | Centrally located
*Subject to availability, taxes, and applicable fees. Blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. Amenities vary by location.

Book in advance to receive exclusive rates and room types! Call and ask for the
‘Thunderbird Show Park’ rate.

sandmanhotels.com | 1 800 SANDMAN (726 3626)

THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Sandman Hotel
Langley
Sandman Signature
Langley Hotel

Thunderbird
Show Park

Mission

Langley

Langley Twp

Sandman Hotel
Abbotsford Airport

Sandman Hotel Abbotsford Airport, Sandman
Hotel Langley, and Sandman Signature
Langley Hotel are proud to be the host hotels
for Thunderbird Show Park. Conveniently
located along Highway 1, all three hotels are
just minutes from the Park.

Abbotsford

sandmanhotels.com | 1 800 SANDMAN (726 3626)
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Elegance is an attitude
Simon Baker
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